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Abstract: In using reverence for reverence, it is intended to increase the verb of reverence. Our goal is to
introduce advertisements advertising and selective options that can enhance the effectiveness of hearing
the impact of the vision and the accuracy of the records that should be reduced. The design of the light
enhances the quality of information in the way of evidence and understanding. We certify that the
consent can be certified 100% approved and validated. In particular, we use the website of all advertising
and adverts in the diamond ring to ensure the sound accuracy of the sounds and reporting the
information provided. In addition, in most recent broadcast advertisements and in the proposed plan, the
need for storage of selected devices is usually limited. Most examples show that agreements agree on
agreements can be a lasting relationship, and monitoring the burden on the connection. It does not prove
that at least one witness can look at the open source to see if there is an attack on something or something
else. Implementation of the ERCD is considered when it comes to evidence of approval of qualifications,
electricity, contact life and the power of the light. Specific examples show that the pattern of respect and
relationship between the life and the accuracy of records can be better set.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
In WSNs, since magnetic machines are often used
in sensor devices, it is recommended to evaluate
the use of the voice force of the defective and to
ensure that normal activity activities do not damage
the level of failure in the device. wrap up. Our
analysis in these works is a standard, which can be
presented in several formats. In this article, our
bike is well known and welcomed within the WSN
community, which can ensure marital attacks and
strengthen a lifetime of communication. I accept.
For electricity economy, electricity is often not
approved evidence and is now compiled into
uncovered areas without surveillance and
protection, and forced them into several attacks.
Due to the low usage and use of the device, the
tests can be more serious in the WSN. Therefore, it
is important to prove that the knife is a threat to the
health of the WSN. To allow the vaccine to be
improved, the selected musical instruments, known
as evidence, help to confirm the accuracy of the
lines referring to [1]. When contacting the link to
which you want to submit the information, first
send the request for proof of authenticity and report
a false attack on evidence if the book cannot be
authorized. For a positive agreement, selecting
evidence and checking correctly must meet two
requirements: the statement must be selected in
situations that occur and at least the test can be
used in the case. many messages to check for
injections. Therefore, displaying database maps for
the use of encrypted devices should not guarantee
the history level, but also consider the power and
efficiency of the device. In general, to ensure the
content is well thought out, the evidence requires
the recording of specific information on the title
page and verifies the accuracy of the voice
according to the specific data. In most five hands,
much reliability is needed over most of the phone,
which means that a large device requires
commercial communication between devices at a
high level of WSN and which, too much heat
requires the teeth. This need to help make the
records unsuitable for WSN and use it correctly.
The latest approach to improving the reliability of
electricity in power and storage production may not
be adequate for many methods of energy and
storage use and use. In this work, in addition to the
opportunity to greet, we think about the power of
eating and remember the idea of greeting the door.
In addition, we provide the task of controlling the
use of injections and false testimonies and shows
that the opportunity to detect the bath is almost
98% if 10% of the evidence is changed. Our
advertising is relevant to combining RSSFs with
multiple numbers if it can be removed by antivirus
and infections. The ERCD can be divided into two
steps: choice of evidence and evidence of fact.
When you select the evidence, the resource
provides specific information about some of the
selected publications on the map. In the actual
verification, the statement certifies that the bank-
specific information is provided in the information
[2]. As a result, to provide a detailed analysis of the
ERCD law, we supplement the review evaluation
by reviewing the ERCD records, including
examples of examples that support our specialized
study. First, we prove that we can get approval for
breakwater 1 according to the law. Second, to
evaluate the life process, we received a declaration
of strength and then compared our contracts with
existing media records. Later, we use the
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information that needs to be used in the ERCD
protocol and show our recommended
recommendations that can be managed while
keeping skin dependent on cost.
II. CLASSICAL MODEL:
To upgrade clone, usually, some of the selected
qualifications, witness calls, help confirm the
accuracy of the lines in the connection. The
combination of the bank, i.e., information and
location of the information is distributed for
approval when displayed. If there are many records
in the link to provide information, the first
application is to provide evidence of authentic
evidence, and the witnesses will report anonymous
attack on the mark. Obtaining accurate evidence,
evidence and evidence must be both: 1) evidence
that you must be selected at least once with at least
one confirmation. RED and Multicast Line Select
(MLM) use their devices as a result of the use of
electricity, and the potential for potential
interference may be reversed by WSN [3]. The
uncertainty of the current system: It is difficult to
use current information of approval and approval to
ensure that specialists cannot obtain copies of the
certificates. It does not guarantee the high level of
divisive disclosure, which means that the
opportunity to detect invasion attacks is crucial and
cannot meet these requirements in the broadcast.
The use of data for the use of the device not only to
ensure the rehabilitation of sea level, but also to
reflect the strength and efficiency of the equipment.
The first step in generating the power of the device
is to not only reduce the use of each energy, but
also expand the use of electricity in the type of
WSN distribution.
Fig.1.System Framework
III. EFFICIENT DETECTION METHOD:
In addition to six official clones, think of the power
of eating and keeping memory with clone handles,
which means clone handwashing with power and
efficiency to remember and the design plan
frequently RSSFs. Our advertising is relevant to the
integration of WSNs to many numbers, if it can be
lifted by anti-virus and anti-virus infection. The
analytical example is presented to evaluate the
buffer requirement of the ERCD protocol
agreement, including sample clues that support our
query analysis. Authorization for the Use of
Extensions (ERCDs) strengthens strength. Let's
find that the ERCD protocol can be compatible
with the use of sensor sensors in widely distributed
WSNs locations, except for non-testifying, or
virtual neighbors in the pipe that witnesses should
not have. Then we get the full amount of non-
testifying mammals, according to the purpose of
consumption of energy. Finally, we obtain the
query using the ERCD protocol agreement and
scalable our compromised protocol agreement,
such as proper buffer storage based on most clean
[4]. Benefits of the process: The results of the test
show that up to 100% can be false. By using the
ERCD protocol agreement, the use of sensors
power near the tank of selecting a few cars of
evidence and approval of the fact will help balance
the use of the power of the same in the collection of
information.
Proper Plan: In addition to six official clones,
think of the power of eating and keeping memory
with clone handles, which means clone
handwashing with power and efficiency to
remember and the design plan frequently RSSFs.
Our advertising is relevant to the integration of
WSNs to many numbers, if it can be lifted by anti-
virus and anti-virus infection. The analytical
example is presented to evaluate the buffer
requirement of the ERCD protocol agreement,
including sample clues that support our query
analysis. Authorization for the Use of Extensions
(ERCDs) strengthens strength. Let's find that the
ERCD protocol can be compatible with the use of
sensor sensors in widely distributed WSNs
locations, except for non-testifying, or virtual
neighbors in the pipe that witnesses should not
have. Then we get the full amount of non-testifying
mammals, according to the purpose of consumption
of energy. Finally, we obtain the query using the
ERCD protocol agreement and scalable our
compromised protocol agreement, such as proper
buffer storage based on most clean [4]. Benefits of
the process: The results of the test show that up to
100% can be false. By using the ERCD protocol
agreement, the use of sensors power near the tank
of selecting a few cars of evidence and approval of
the fact will help balance the use of the power of
the same in the collection of information.
Implementation: On verification, a valid request is
distributed to the laptop on the tester, which
contains sensitive information from the source
node. Initially, row rows were divided into the
nearest cats, which consisted of each ring with a
number of vocal melodies reaching the ring and the
width of the entire ring. r. especially, we
recommend registering the ERCD, including
evidence and confirmation of evidence. The ERCD
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rules include two categories: evidence and true
evidence. In choosing the evidence, the operating
system configuration used to help each resource
box randomly select its witnesses. In addition, our
contract can improve the quality of life and energy
consumption and the ability to store information. In
WSNs, because pumping systems are usually
installed in pumps, it is recommended to evaluate
the use of specialized resources and ensure that the
use of electricity lines is not damaged by the nail.
outdoors. Our analysis on these projects is so great
that it can be based on a variety of strengths. To
facilitate the summary, we use the length to
represent most of the interior of the paper. Once we
think about using WSN, the entire website of the
site can be a quote from within the century slot to
the edge of the network within the network. each
voice. The ERCD code begins in a first general
mosquito study to initiate the fraud number, and all
types of people exchange information about family
status and identification. On the other hand,
whenever the node establishes a declaration of
information for other persons, the ERCD
agreement must be administered. In the evidence,
the diamond is selected based on a knot tag. In true
evidence, the failure to issue anonymous
information includes its specific information to
follow in the same way as evidence of evidence as
evidence [6]. To reinforce the opportunity for
witnesses to verify certification evidence, they will
be transmitted not only by clear testimony, but also
by three-way advertisements. Our studies and
regular examples show that our agreements can
prove that the bicycle attack is almost 1, because
the witnesses of all the sounds are posted in a
format that facilitates this. by means of evidence.
In this form, we recommend distributing a full
broadcast approval with random selection options.
In the sign-up transmission clone with random
selection options, evidence of cycling is often
explained if the evidence can strengthen the
evidence at the exit of resources or elsewhere. In
the ERCD law, certified information is published
when the statement is.
IV. CONCLUSION:
The use of energy in electrical power, though not
available in the light of popular information.
Implementation of the ERCD is considered when it
comes to evidence of approval of qualifications,
electricity, contact life and the power of the light.
So, we use the information from the site to drive
into the WSN so it can breathe and remember the
memory of inserting the hat and allowing it to
extend life. Finding a hat or hat is all evidence of
evidence that gives evidence of evidence in the
same way as the evidence. To increase access to
evidence that certifies the certification, it will be
issued not only to clear evidence but also to three-
way broadcasts. Our routine studies and patterns
show that our agreements can prove that the attack
is almost 1, because the evidence of all sounds is in
a format that facilitates this. by testimony. In our
future work, we will consider different names
under different types of communication.
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